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PANDEMIC RESILIENCE
Supply Chain Challenges in Your Future?
As large parts of the U.S. are gradually reopening, decision makers in every sector are turning their
attention to what the “new normal” will look like…at least in the short and medium terms. In
particular, companies are taking recent lessons learned and working to incorporate and
institutionalize them in the coming months.
In the “old normal”, electric and gas utility construction schedule and budget were critically
dependent on permit, labor, and supervision availability. Material and equipment availability were
generally taken for granted. In the post-COVID19 world, material and equipment availability is a
major uncertainty, with many utilities and their regulators asking, “Do we fully understand our
supply chain impacts?”
As the unprecedented and large-scale global shutdowns interrupt production and delivery, every
sector’s supply chain is both disrupted and competing for available items. Even companies with
sophisticated global supply chain functions and planning that factored in geographic disruptions
will not escape unscathed.
The current challenges with procuring Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) provide insights into
the types of interruptions to expect. Weak links, lack of partnership, and inadequate contingency
planning will emerge in supply chains as marginal suppliers struggle to recover or the staggered
reopening of countries and individual US states creates logistics gaps in a now convoluted global
supply chain. National security considerations, such as the President’s May 2020 executive order
to limit the use of foreign-supplied components in the nation’s electric grid, will also add to supply
chain disruptions.
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Construction contractor confidence in
and perceptions regarding the utility
industry have been highly positive
going all the way back to 2009 and
peaked in 2014 and again in 2017.
Since then, while still positive, it has
been trending down. During Q1 2020,
Continuum collected perspective up
through March 1 which largely did not
reflect the COVID19 impacts, the
state shutdowns, and other
implications. As it becomes clearer
the implications of COVID19, we
anticipate our next testing of
perceptions between now and 3rd
Quarter 2020 will show significant
declines in confidence and perception.

---- Indicates the midpoint of the range of perceptions possible
Source: Proprietary Continuum Capital data and analysis of utility
contractor perceptions 2009-20

Here are some of the material and equipment availability issues our electric and gas utility clients
are wrestling with:
•
•
•
•
•

Have we established close and frequent communications with our critical suppliers?
Do we know what disruptions to expect and in what timeframe?
What is the potential impact to construction schedules, aging infrastructure, and capital
expenditure plans?
What is the customer and bill impact of delayed construction schedules or alternate supply
chain plans?
What measures should we take to make our supply chains more resilient going forward?

Even as companies make adjustments to the “new normal”, they will have to prepare to devote
resources and mindshare to the above considerations. Data and feedback collection, review,
analysis, and rigorous documentation followed by practical, actionable plans to provide future
mitigation are critical.
Utility leadership will need to prepare for the scrutiny of regulators, investors, political leadership,
interveners, and customers. To support management, utility supply chain functions should
prepare to provide the required analyses even as they emerge from their urgent Herculean efforts
to procure safety and protective equipment for their essential workforce.
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